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Subliminal Movies?
Have big feature movies become a way for large consumer corporations to 

subliminally message us?  It seems in this day and age you cannot go anywhere 

without seeing or hearing an advertisement, and now our blockbuster films seem to 

be chalked full of characters using products.    “ Brief History of Product Placement in 

the Movies”shows how product placement has become more prominent in feature 

films in the United States from it’s beginning in 1919 to the present.  

Found on the Political Remix Video – Hacking Pop Culture (PRV) website, A Brief 

History of Product Placement in the Movies along with other remixes must comply 

with the website's criteria to be uploaded.  The creators of the website do not 

compose any of the remixes that are featured but they have made a place in which 

people can voice opinions about political topics in a video remix form.  Yes the 

videos contain a political perspective but PRV will not allow any videos that embody 

a large quantity of slander or a video that has a purpose of discriminating.  This is to 

ensure that a controversial topic can be displayed but the creators of the videos are 

mindful about their approach on a particular topic.  Since the videos displayed are 

parts of other sources PRV includes this statement about copyright: “These works 

“should” be classified as a fair use of the original work in accordance with Title 17 

U.S.C. Section 107.” PRV's complete mission statement and purpose can be found 

under the “about” tab on the website.  

A Brief History of Product Placement in the Movies was posted on PRV’s website on 

March 14th, 2011 by a user named Anita however the remix was created by Oliver 

Noble and uploaded to YouTube in January of 2011. There is an artist statement by 

the user Anita that accompanies the short video that explains the purpose of the 

mash-up and how Oliver Noble has effectively consolidated the nature of product 



placement over the years.  Anita states that the remix is an educational video that 

cites source footage and each name of the product that is being promoted which 

keeps in line with fair use.  I believe that A Brief History of Product Placement in the 

Movies successfully presents examples of what the title insists through audio, video, 

and text. 

Video:
Throughout the six minute and thirty second video there are clips from twenty-four 

different films featuring over thirty-two brands some of which making multiple 

appearances such as Pizza Hut and Nike.  The breakdown can be seen on page … in 

table format.  It is important to note the clips from the movies are original and are not 

transformed in any way to produce an altering effect.  This is important for the 

credibility of the composer because facts about product placement are presented 

and original clips are key for the viewers.  

The type of remix that the creator used is supercut which is defined below:  

noun \ˈsü-pər-kət\ — A fast-paced montage of short video clips that 
obsessively isolates a single element from its source, usually a word, 
phrase, or cliché from flm and TV.  –supercut.org

The clips used are very short when comparing to a feature movie length, ranging 

from two, to about ten seconds.  Each clip is focusing on a certain aspect, which is 

the product that is being featured at the point in the film and fits the supercut 

definition of isolating “a single element from its source”.  All of the clips featured are 

isolated from their respective films but center around the idea of product placement.

Closure
The clips that are viewed are from various movies that each has their own setting and 

relationship to product placement in the film.  The closure technique used in this 

remix is scene to scene.  McCloud defines scene-to-scene as “transitions which 

transport us across significant distance of time and space” (p.71).  After a clip is seen 

the green chalkboard title card with information is viewed then we are transported to 



another film with a different plot, setting, and product.  All of the clips are centered 

on the idea of product placement, but as another snippet is viewed there is a 

different setting and product that is displayed.   

The movie clips can also be sequential.  An example of the sequential movie clips is 

when we are focusing on Adam Sandler’s films.  Text is viewed on the green 

chalkboard as follows “But no one is close to dethroning Adam Sandler as the 

reigning king of plot-centric product placement” – 3:56.  After the text is viewed we 

see clips that support the claim that Adam Sandler is the reigning king of product 

placement from five different films that he has directed.  The films transition from one 

scene to another that has a different setting, fitting the description of scene to scene. 

Audio
The audio used in A Brief History of Product Placement in the Movies is from each 

movie presented with the exception of the song “Superstition” in the opening twelve 

seconds.  The types of audio in each movie varies, from sound effects, dialogue, to 

music.  The audio differs in importance for each movie clip based on the product 

placement point that is being portrayed.  Three types of relationships between video 

and audio are used in this remix, sound specific, image specific and interdependent. 

The clip from E.T. at 1:12 in the remix is image specific and Reese’s Pieces is the 

product that is placed in this film. While watching, the viewer recognizes the print on 

the candy bag and the familiar looking colored candy pieces.  The audio is 

soundtrack music from the movie, which doesn’t reveal anything about the item.  The 

viewer can watch the clip without any audio and see that Reese’s Pieces is in the 

product spotlight.

An example of sound specific can be found at 2:51.  A scene from “Demolition Man” 

is shown and the characters are conversing about saving a man’s life and a reward 

being “dinner, movie, and Taco Bell”.  There is no visual of Taco Bell therefore without 

the audio a viewer would not understand how Taco Bell relates to product 



placement in this clip and would perhaps be confused why the text in the lower left 

corner says that TBell is the product placed.  

A clip form “Mr. Deeds” at 4:26 in the remix depicts interdependence.  The scene 

begins with a view of Wendy’s then zooms out to see a helicopter in the parking lot. 

The scene cuts into a helicopter where characters are sitting with Wendy’s fast food 

bags and cups.  The dialogue in the clip is Adam Sandler’s character talking about 

the Big Bacon Classic and the Frosty.  The visualization of the Wendy’s restaurant, and 

their paper products combined with dialogue about signature food items creates an 

interdependent relationship between video and audio.    

Text & Typography; Word Picture Relationships
The text in this remix is being used in two ways.  The first is used to deliver a message 

before the viewer sees the next movie clip and the second way is for a description of 

the film. The messages that are delivered before viewing a clip are show on a green 

chalkboard.  The text is white and written as it would be on the board.  While viewing 

the movie clip there is text in the bottom left corner with the title of the film, the year it 

was released and the product that has been placed.  The messages can be short 

linking phrases that have multiple films centered around the same product 

placement idea or a longer phrase that tells the viewer about one film.  I believe the 

relationship between the words and the video are Word Specific because 

information is presented through the text and the video clip that follows the text 

illustrates the point.  McCloud defines word specific as “combinations, where pictures 

illustrate, but don’t significantly add to a largely complete text.” (p. 153).  I think that 

the videos help solidify the point that the composer of the remix is trying to portray. 

At 0:20 seconds into the video the viewer sees this text…

“We’ve all seen product placement in movies… But did you know that the first  
document case of a company paying to have their product featured in a movie silent  
film staring Roscoe ‘Fatty’ Arbuckle” - :20

This is a good explanation of the film’s product placement and could stand on it’s 

own, but at 0:25 seconds a clip from the movie is displayed which illustrates the idea 



that the preceding text held.  Using the text first, movie clip after gives the creator 

credibility instead of solely having words.  A viewer is more likely to believe something 

that is presented to him or her by having concrete evidence, which in this case is a 

clip from a movie.

The Big Triangle
When applying this video re-mix to McCloud's big triangle it belongs along the iconic 

and realistic edge, but closer to the realistic point.  For example in the video at 0:13 

seconds we see a clip from I, Robot.  Will Smith's character is performing a realistic 

everyday task, tying one's shoe.  However in the shot there is the clever use of 

product placement by Converse All Star shoes because the logo is the focal point of 

the shot.  The act of tying a shoe makes the clip realistic but with the addition of the 

logo in the shot it is not completely realistic.  All of the clips in this mash-up are real 

camera scenes but the placement of a logo adds an iconic touch.

Idiom

If I were to put A Brief History of Product placement into an idiom, it would best fit into 

the culture jamming tradition.  There are snippets of movies showing the 

transformation and increasing amount of product placement in major films over the 

years.

A Brief History of Product Placement in the Movies does an excellent job at making 

the viewer aware at how product placement has multiple ways of sneaking into our 

films through a combination of informative text and movie clips.  Any viewer will gain 

knowledge and better awareness about product placement in films through this fun 

an enlightening remix.



FILM YEAR PRODUCT TIME IN REMIX
Spider-Man 2002 Dr. Pepper 0:07
The Thomas Crown 
Affair

2002 Pepsi One 0:09

I, Robot 2004 Converse All Star 0:13

The Garage 1919 Red Crown 
Gasoline

0:25

Wings 1927 Hershey’s 
Chocolate

0:35

Horse Feathers 1932 Life Savers Candy 0:51

E.T. : The Extra 
Terrestrial

1982 Reese’s Pieces 1:12

Mac and ME 1988 McDonald’s 1:37
The Wizard 1989 Nintendo Power 

Glove
1:51

Back to the Future 2 1989 Nike 2:12

A Knight’s Tale 2001 Nike 2:18

Hamlet 2001 Blockbuster Video 2:29
Demolition Man 1993 Taco Bell/ Pizza Hut 2:52

Career 
Opportunities

1991 Target 3:23

You’ve Got Mail 1998 AOL 3:50

Happy Gilmore 1996 Subway 3:57

Big Daddy 1999 Hooters 4:09
Little Nicky 2000 Popeye’s 4:13
Mr. Deeds 2002 Wendy’s 4:26
Click 2006 Bed Bath and 

Beyond
4:35

Harold and Kumar 
go to White Castle

1999 White Castle 4:44

Wayne’s World 1992 Pizza Hut
Doritos
Reebok

4:54
5:05
5:15

Fight Club 1992 BMW 5:33
The Island 2005 Cadillac

X-Box 360
Puma

5:49
5:55
5:59

Transformers: 
Revenge of the 
Fallen

2009 General Motors
Mountain Dew
Southwest Airlines
Cisco

6:11
6:13
6:15
6:17



TEXT IN THE REMIX:

“We’ve all seen product placement in movies… But did you know that the first 
document case of a company paying to have their product featured in a movie 
silent film staring Roscoe ‘Fatty’ Arbuckle” - :20

“The first film to ever win an Academy Award for best picture also had paid product 
placement” – 0:33

“Soon the Marx Brothers caught on to the emerging trend” – 0:48

“In the early 1980s the practice became mainstreamed when Hershey’s paid a 
million dollars to promote their product in Steven Spielberg’s new film.” -1:08

“Now the floodgates were open to atrocities like this…” – 1:33

“And this…” – 1:49

“the products crept into our future…” – 2:09

“Our past…” – 2:16

“And our most ‘treasured’ works” – 2:27

“Sometimes a product would actually be changed based on the market in which the 
film was showing” – 2:48

“John Hughes was one of the pioneers of using products as a central plot points…” – 
3:20

“This technique was further developed by Nora Ephron…” - 3:48

“Though Sandler was given a run for his money by a movie which put a product’s 
name in its title” – 4:39

“Of course, there’s always the direct approach” - 4:

“David Fincher famously bit the hand that fed by showing his film’s stars destroying 
the products of companies which had paid him for placement” – 5:24

“In 2005 Michael Bay held the record for having the most products placements in a 
movie by having 35 brands pay to be featured in a single film” – 5:45

“In 2009 Bay broke his own record by featuring 47 brands in a single film.  A feat for 
which he was given “The Whore Award” by Brand Channel.” – 6:06
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